Quantitative Reasoning (QR)

- Brief Background
  - WASC accreditation requirements
  - QR is noted as FQ in catalog, transcript
  - Foundations requirement for General Education Program
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- April 2015
  - MFS approved Foundations QR (FQ) to replace Foundations Symbolic Reasoning (FS)
  - MFS charged GEC with revising hallmarks
- September 2015
  - QR Ad Hoc committee formed with GEC members and Foundations Board members
- October 2015
  - Revised hallmarks presented for faculty comment
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- November 2015
  - GEC revised and approved QR Hallmarks
- December 2015 - January 2016
  - CAPP revised and approved QR Hallmarks
  - GEC approved final hallmarks
- January 2016
  - MFS approved QR Hallmarks
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- Spring 2016
  - GEO/Foundations board develop application forms, proposal requirements, catalogue language, address articulation issues with UH System

- Fall 2016-Spring 2017
  - Begin FQ review process
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- **Fall 2017**
  - Offer first FQ courses at UHM
- **Spring 2018**
  - Begin assessment of FQ competencies
- **Fall 2018**
  - FQ replaces FS as required general education area
- **Fall 2018-Fall 2021**
  - Full assessment period, report to WASC